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SAVANT® UNVEILS NEW PRODUCT ROADMAP AT 2019 

INTEGRATOR SUMMIT  

      CEO Robert Madonna highlights exciting new products and significant innovations for the custom 

installation market   

HYANNIS, MASS. — January 24th, 2019 — Savant, a leader in smart home technology, is hosting their 

yearly Integrator Summit, forecast to be the largest gathering of integration professionals in the history 

of the company. The summit will take place January 22nd-24th in New Orleans, LA., featuring Savant CEO 

and founder Robert Madonna presenting the keynote address and sharing an exciting product roadmap 

loaded with innovative solutions that highlight Savant’s commitment to custom integration specialists. 

With well over a decade of experience in premium home control, automation and entertainment, 

Savant has brought luxury and convenience to intelligent homes and businesses around the world.   

Savant will be sharing their vision for future products and services geared toward the needs of 

integration professionals. The newest solutions will continue to expand on Savant’s position as an 

innovative force, driving the custom installation market forward by expanding all current product lines 

for video, audio, climate, lighting, shading, energy, control and more. A few highlights of the 

groundbreaking advances to be unveiled at the Savant Integrator Summit include  

 Savant will introduce new Artison high-performance architectural loudspeaker products 
engineered for the custom channel   

 Savant will unveil significant expansion to the IP Video and IP Audio product lines 

 Savant will present new product offerings in the lighting and energy categories space, providing 
meaningful opportunities not available from any other control systems supplier 

 Savant will reveal exciting new partnerships to benefit integrators and their clients   
 
For more information on Savant, visit savant.com  
 

DOWNLOAD ARTWORK HERE 

About Savant: Savant Systems, LLC is a recognized leader in home control and automation, and one of the fastest-growing 

smart home companies in the luxury and mid-markets. Savant’s powerful Pro technology brings together the four pillars of 

automation – climate, lighting, entertainment and energy – together in a single application interface for the homeowner. This 

comprehensive whole-home control system, available through iOS and Android, delivers the premiere experience in all of home 

automation and is available through Magnolia Design Centers and Savant’s global network of Authorized Integrators. Learn 

more at www.savant.com.   
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